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Q-843 Heart Paraphernalia Pocket 
 
Approx. 14" x 16½" 
 
 
Fabric Requirements (40" wide) 
 
A: 4594-400 Burgundy/gold with variedly checked patterns 20" 50 cm 
 
B: 4595-118 Natural marbled with stars in green/red/gold 10" 25 cm 
 
C: 4594-204 Natural marbled with stars in beige/gold 18" 45 cm 
 
D: 4594-203 Natural with gold swirls 22" 55 cm 
 
Batting: 22" x 40" 
 
Machine quilting thread and metallic quilting thread in gold. Metallic machine needle.  
 
Prewash all fabric. Measurements include ¼" seam allowance. 
 
Print out the full-sized pattern. Check for accuracy and adjust with a copy machine. Refer to assembly 
diagrams. 
 
 
For the front of the pocket. 
 

Cutting Making the front of the pocket 

1 x pattern and 1 x time reversed making sure the 
checked design continues from one to the other in A 

1 stripe 1¼" x 6¼" in A 

1 stripe 1¼" x 7" in A 

1 square 4¾" x 4¾" in B to include a 4" x 4" star 
centered 

2 rectangles 2" x 4¾" in B to include a 1¼" x 1¼" star 
in a short side 

1 square 2" x 2" in C to include a 1¼" x 1¼" star 
centered 

Batting 17" x 18" 

Backing  17" x 18" in C 

Top: 

Sew square C to rectangle B and rectangle 
B to square B into rows. Join the row 3 and 
add stripe A on the right side (diagram 1). 
Turn the block 45° and sew on the pattern 
pieces, beginning/ending ¼" from corner 
(see marking in diagram). Close seam = 
setting in pieces (diagram 2). 

Layer backing, batting and pocket top. 
Baste. Machine quilt in the ditch the outer 
stripes using a decorating stitch. With the 
metallic threads, straight stitch the 
checkered pattern in fabric A. Trim backing 
and batting to match top 
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  (diagram 1) 
 
 
 
For the back of the pocket. 
 
1 rectangle 17" x 18" in A (top) 

Batting 17" x 18" 

1 rectangle 17" x 18" in C (backing) 

Layer backing, batting and top. Baste. Quilt 
parallels to the 17" side, 1" apart. 

Place front of pocket onto the above 
rectangles for the back. Cut back to match. 

 
 
To complete pocket 
 
Double folding straight binding 2" x 15" in D 

2 strips double folding bias binding in D 

Bind the curved part of each heart front and 
back with bias binding (see full pattern size 
and diagram 2). Place front onto back of 
pocket with fabric C together. Baste. Use 
straight binding, bind the 2 adjacent block 
sides (diagram 3). 
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(diagram 3) 
 
 
Hanging loop 
 
1 strip 3" x 18" in A and C 

1 strip 2" x 47" in D = binding 

1 strip 3" x 18" batting 

Layer C, batting and A. Baste. Bind with D. 
Place ends together on the back of the 
pocket and under the heart-dip. Stitch on 
the front in the ditch of the binding. 

 
Designed by Annegret Wichitill 
Your STOF-Team wishes you success and pleasure with the Advent Calendar. 
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